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Abstract

In this paper we study the capacitated vertex cover
problem, a generalization of the well known vertex cover
problem. Given a graph G = (V; E ) with weights on the
vertices, the goal is to cover all the edges by picking a
cover of minimum weight from the vertices. When we
pick a copy of a vertex, we pay the weight of the vertex
and cover upto a pre-speci ed number of edges incident
on this vertex (its capacity). The problem is NP-hard.
We give a primal-dual based 2 approximation and study
several generalizations, as well as the problem restricted
to trees.
1

Introduction

Let G = (V; E ) be an undirected graph with vertex set
V = f1; :::; ng and edge set E . Suppose that wv denotes
the weight of vertex v and kv denotes the capacity of
vertex v (we assume that kv is an integer). A capacitated
vertex cover is a function x : V ! IN 0 such that
there exists an orientation of the edges of G in which
the number of edges directed into vertex v 2 V is at
most kv xv . (These edges are said to be covered by or
assigned to v .) The weight of the cover is v2V xv wv .
The minimum capacitated vertex cover problem
is that of computing a minimum weight capacitated
cover. The problem generalizes the minimum weight
vertex cover problem which can be obtained by
setting kv = jV j 1 for every v 2 V . The main di erence
is that in vertex cover, by picking a node v in the cover
we can cover all edges incident to v , in this problem we
can only cover a subset of at most kv edges incident to
node v .
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The problem originated in research at Glycodata1 , a
biotechnology company specializing in the areas of glycobiology and bioinformatics. Glycodata develops innovative platform technologies that enable drug discovery, drug development and rational re-design of known
drugs. One of its projects related to rational re-design
of known drugs involves Glycoproteins. A glycoprotein
is a protein that has U attachment points, in which it
binds to a glycan. The group, H , of glycans that may
appear in each attachment point is known and hence a
glycoprotein has jH jU variants. The goal of this project
is to determine which are the building blocks of the glycans comprising the variants of the glycoprotein found
in a given (liquid) solution. Such information may be
important, for example, when the solution is a known
drug (as EPO),since we can determine which variants in
the solution contribute more to the activity of the drug,
and by that improve the eÆcacy of the drug. Methods (e.g. HPLC and GC-MS) that identify the building
blocks found in a solution exist. However, identifying
the building blocks is not suÆcient to determine the
structure of any given variant found in the solution. It
is therefore crucial to determine which of the building
blocks are found in each variant, i.e., nd a detailed
description of the connectivity of the building blocks.
GMID (Glycomolecule ID) is a chip-based technology that is used to generate ngerprints which uniquely
identify glycomolecules. It is able to answer in a single application a question of the form: \For a given
building block A, and for each member B in a set S
of building blocks, does the solution contain a molecule
which contains both building blocks A and B? The size
of the set S is restricted, because of the speci c technology. When planning an experiment that would use the
GMID method to obtain information about a given solution, the required information may be presented as a
graph where the building blocks are its vertices, and an
edge exists between two vertices if the question regarding their connectivity is required. The device is able to
answer jS j = K questions at once if they share a common vertex. The problem of minimizing the number
of experiments (i.e., GMID uses) needed to cover the
required information graph, is precisely a capacitated
1
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vertex cover problem.
The problem also generalizes another NP -hard
problem, namely, covering the edges of a graph by a
minimum number of edges and 2-edge paths [5]. This
can be seen by setting kv = 2 for every v 2 V and
wv = 1.
We denote by Æ (v ) the edges in E which are incident
to v . We also denote by d(v ) = jÆ (v )j the degree of
v 2 V . For S  V we denote by G(S ) = (V; E (S )) the
subgraph induced by S . We denote an edge with endvertices i; j as a set fi; j g. We deal with orientation
(direction) of edges. Orienting an edge fi; j g from i to j
is equivalent to replacing it by a directed edge (an arc)
(i; j ).
Since this problem generalizes vertex cover, perhaps
the most studied problem in the area of approximation
algorithms [1, 8], it raises several very interesting directions for future research. There are many interesting
results known about vertex cover { for example, the
bipartite case can be solved in polynomial time, xed
parameter tractability, structural results, special properties about the fractional LP solutions etc [8]. It would
be of interest to investigate all these properties in the
context of capacitated covering.
Our problem is also related to work on the capacitated facility location problem, for the model where
multiple facilities can be opened at the same location,
and each facility can only handle at most a speci ed
demand. See Jain and Vazirani [10] and Chudak and
Williamson [3] for recent work.
Summary of Results The main results that we
show are as follows. We give a primal-dual algorithm
that yields a factor 2 approximation for the basic
problem. We also consider a generalization where each
edge has a \demand" of de which has to be assigned
to an adjacent vertex. For this generalization we show
a factor 3 approximation. For the case of hypergraphs
(each edge in the hypergraph is a subset of f vertices
and must be assigned to one of these f vertices), we can
get an f 2 approximation using the LP rounding method
described here, as well as a combinatorial algorithm
with an f approximation using the primal-dual method
(details omitted). We also show how to relate this
problem to work done by Hakimi [7] on orientations of
graphs. Finally, when the graph is a tree we show that
the problem can be solved in polynomial time, but the
more general version with edge demands the problem is
NP -hard.
One can view Clarkson's greedy algorithm [4] for
vertex cover as a primal-dual algorithm. In this (and
other algorithms) some vertices are chosen in the nal
solution. The cost for these vertices is charged to
1.1

the dual variables corresponding to the adjacent edges.
Some edges are charged once and some edges are
charged twice. For vertex-cover, the fact that some
edges are charged only once does not (apparently) help
in improving the approximation bound. For our proof,
this savings is crucial and helps us improve the bound
from 3 to 2. While the actual algorithm and proof are
more complex, at a high level this is the key insight for
the improved approximation factor.
Our algorithm has been implemented by Dan Wu2 .
2

Integer

programming

formulation

and

a

simple LP rounding scheme

A linear integer program (IP) of the problem can be
written as follows.
In this formulation, yev = 1 denotes that the edge
e 2 E is covered by vertex v. Clearly, the values of x
in a feasible solution correspond to a capacitated cover.
While we do not really need the constraint xv  yev
v 2 e 2 E for the IP formulation, this constraint
will play an important role in the relaxation. (In fact,
without this constraint there is a large integrality gap
between the best fractional and integral solutions.)

P
Xy

Minimize v wv xv
yeu + yev  1

kv xv

ev

2

e = fu; vg 2 E;
v 2 V;

0

e Æ (v )

xv  yev
yev 2 f0; 1g
xv 2 IN 0

v 2 e 2 E;
v 2 e 2 E;
v 2 V:

(2.1)

We suggest the following algorithm: Solve (2.1) by
relaxing the requirement that the variables take integral
values. We require that yev  0 and xv  0. If yev  12
 = 1 otherwise we
then we de ne the rounded value yev
de ne it as 0. For each edge e = fu; v g either yeu or yev
is at least 1/2, hence the edge can be assigned. (If both
 and yev
 are 1 then the edge can
the rounded values, yeu
  2yeu for the
be assigned to either end.) Clearly, yeu
rounded value y  .
P y
We can now de ne xv for v 2 V , as d e2Æk(vv) ev e.
We claim that this rounding gives a 4-approximation:
 = akv + kv0 where 0  kv0 < kv
Let yv = e2Æ(v) yev
and a  0.
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yv =

X y

2

e Æ (v )

ev



X 2y

2

ev

 2kv xv

e Æ (v )

) akv + kv0  2kv xv ;
2 http://www.glue.umd.edu/dandan/CMSC858k/CVC.html

implying that xv  a=2 + (kv0 =2kv ).
Clearly, xv  (a + 1). We will prove that xv  4xv .
It is suÆcient to prove that a + 1  4(a=2 + (kv0 =2kv )).
We need to show that a + 1  2a + 2kv0 =kv . If a  1 we
are done. If a = 0, then xv = 1 while xv  1=2. The
last case is when a = 0 and kv0 = 0 in which case xv = 0
and the claim holds.
3

Primal-Dual Algorithm

We develop a primal-dual algorithm that gives a 2approximation. While the algorithm is quite simple,
the proof is somewhat subtle.
The dual problem of the relaxation of (2.1) is given
in (3.2):

P
X l2  w

Maximize
kv qv +

e E
ev

2

e Æ (v )

qv + lev 
qv  0;
lev  0;
e  0;

e

e

v

v 2 V;
v 2 e 2 E;
v 2 V;
v 2 e 2 E;
e 2 E v 2 V:

High Level Description of the Algorithm

(3.2)

Initially, no edges are assigned and all vertices
are closed. As the algorithm runs, it declares certain
vertices as open. When a vertex v is marked open,
certain edges are assigned to it. In fact, when v is
marked open, all unassigned edges that are incident to
v are assigned to it. However, later on, if another vertex
u that is adjacent to v is opened, an edge between u and
v that was previously assigned to v may get re-assigned
to u. In the end, the algorithm chooses the value of xv
to be d kyvv e where yv is the number of edges assigned to
v. The formal description of the algorithm is given in
Figure 1.
Initially, all the dual variables e are 0. This is a
dual feasible solution (with all qv = 0 and lev = 0). We
use E 0 to denote the set of unassigned edges. We use
Æ0 (v) to denote the unassigned edges currently incident
on vertex v . We use d0 (v ) to denote the number of
unassigned edges currently incident on vertex v . We
now explain how vertices are marked open. This is done
by increasing all the dual variables e for the unassigned
edges e 2 E 0 simultaneously. In the dual program, there
are two kinds of constraints - vertex constraints and
edge constraints.
To maintain dual feasibility of the edge constraints
qv + lev  e , as we increase e , we have to increase qv
or lev . If the vertex has a large number of unassigned
edges incident to it, then we increase qv , otherwise we
increase lev . Formally, if d0 (v ) > kv then we increase qv ,
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otherwise we increase lev .
For each vertex constraint, kv qv + e2Æ(v) lev  wv ,
initially the left-hand side is 0 and the right-hand side
is the weight of the vertex. While increasing the dual
variables for the unassigned edges, we stop as soon as a
vertex constraint is met with equality. (In Figure 1 this
is vertex u in the main loop.) We declare this vertex as
open. We assign to this vertex, u, all unassigned edges
incident to it and have to stop increasing their dual
variables. In addition to assigning edges in Æ 0 (u) to u,
we may also re-assign some of the previously assigned
edges from Æ (u) to u. We now elaborate on this point
further.
For any vertex v , as soon as d0 (v )  kv , we de ne
Dv to be the set of unassigned edges incident to vertex
v. If a vertex has its initial degree at most kv then
this condition is true at the start of the algorithm. For
other vertices, the initial degree may exceed kv , but as
edges are assigned, it may happen that at some stage
d0 (v) = kv . If this event happens we de ne Dv to be the
set of kv edges from Æ 0 (v ) that are currently unassigned.
Later on, Æ 0 (v ) may change but not Dv .
When a vertex v is declared open, if d0 (v ) > kv
then we assign all unassigned edges in Æ 0 (v ) to v . If
d0 (v)  kv then we assign all edges in Dv to v. Note
that some of these edges may have earlier been assigned
to other vertices. (Only the edges in Æ 0 (v ) are previously
unassigned.)
The pseudo-code description of the algorithm is
given in Figure 1.
Theorem 3.1. Min Capacitated Cover returns a 2approximation for minimum capacitated cover.

Proof. The algorithm opens a multi-set of vertices S
as centers. The total cost of the solution can be
represented by w(S ), the total weight of the subset S ,
counting multiple copies. Any vertex v that is declared
open has the property that wv = kv qv + e2Æ(v) lev .
We will charge the weight for v (all copies of v ) to edges
in Æ (v ). We will show (Lemma 3.1) that each edge
gets a charge of at most 2 e . Since the dual solution
has value e e , and is a lower bound on the optimal
solution, we get the required bound. In other words
w(S )  2 e e  2w(OP T ) where OP T is an optimal
cover.

P

P
P

We can charge the weight of each open
vertex v (all copies) to edges in Æ (v ) such that each edge
e gets a charge of at most 2 e .
Lemma 3.1.

Proof. De ne a vertex to be a low degree vertex if when
it is declared open d0 (v )  kv , otherwise it is de ned to
be a high degree vertex. We will discuss the charging
mechanism for both low degree and high degree vertices.

Min Capacitated Cover
input
1. A graph G = (V; E ).
2. A capacity function k : V ! IN 0 .
3. A cost function w : V ! IN 0 .
output
A capacitated cover.
begin
E 0 := E [E 0 is the set of unassigned edges].
V 0 := V [V 0 is the set of closed vertices].
for every v 2 V
Æ0 (v) := edges in E 0 incident with v. d0v := jÆ0 (v)j:
If d0v > kv then Dv := ;; otherwise Dv := Æ 0 (v ).
wv0 := wv .
end for
while E 0 6= ;
0
rv := min(wkvv ;d0v ) v 2 V 0 .
u := arg min(rv : v 2 V 0 ):
V 0 := V 0 n fug.
wv0 := wv0 ru min(kv ; d0v ) v 2 V 0 .
if d0u > ku
then
Assign the edges in Æ 0 (u) to u.
else [d0u  ku ]
Assign the edges in Du to u.
[For Du n E 0 this is a re-assignment.]
end if
for every fu; v g 2 Æ 0 (u)
E 0 := E 0 n ffu; vgg: Æ0 (v) := Æ0 (v) n ffu; vgg.
d0v := d0v 1.
if d0v = kv
then Dv := Æ 0 (v ).
end if
end for
end while
return
to vj
:
xv := jedges assigned
kv
end Min Capacitated Cover
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Figure 1: Algorithm Min Capacitated Cover

Consider a low degree vertex v . We pick only one
copy of the vertex. We will charge the weight of this
vertex to all edges in the set Dv . All these edges are
now assigned to v , regardless of having been assigned
earlier. In fact, some of the edges in Dv may be assigned
to other vertices later on and are thus charged again.
If d(v )  kv then Dv = Æ (v ) and qv = 0, and if
the vertex constraint is tight then wv = e2Æ(v) lev =
e2Æ (v ) e . We thus charge the cost of vertex v to all
incident edges by charging (e) to each e 2 Æ (v ): If
d(v) > kv then at some point of time d0 (v) = kv . At this
point we x the value of qv and subsequently increase
the lev variables. Note that jDv j = kv . When this vertex
is declared open, we have that wv = kv qv + e2Æ(v) lev .
For the edges not in Dv , note that lev = 0. Hence
wv = kv qv + e2Dv lev . Since there are exactly kv edges
in Dv , we have wv = e2Dv (qv + lev ) = e2Dv e .
Thus, the cost for vertex v is charged to all edges in Dv .
Now consider a high degree vertex v . Suppose Æ 0 (v )
is the set of unassigned edges incident to v when v is
declared open. In our charging scheme these will be the
only edges that will be charged by v , and previously
assigned edges incident on v will not be charged. Some
of these edges, a subset Rv  Æ 0 (v ), will be re-assigned
to other vertices.
For a high degree vertex v , we have lev = 0 and
e = qv for each unassigned edge when the vertex is
declared open. Thus wv = kv qv . Since e = qv the cost
for a single copy of v needs to be charged to kv edges.
Let Æ 0 (v ) = pv kv + kv0 where 0  kv0 < kv . If jRv j  kv0
then the number of edges assigned to v is at most pv kv .
In this case the cost for pv copies can be charged to
any pv kv edges in Æ 0 (v ). Each edge is charged at most
wv
0
kv = qv = e . If jRv j < kv then we need pv + 1 copies
of v . The cost for these copies is charged to (pv + 1)kv
edges. We can charge all the edges in Æ 0 (v ) once. We
still need to charge kv kv0 edges. Since there are at least
pv kv edges that are not re-assigned, their other ends are
not charged. Since pv  1, we have at least kv edges
that we can charge a second time. (If the other end
is ever opened, if it is a high degree vertex then it does
not re-assign these edges and does not charge them. If it
is a low degree vertex then the edge is re-assigned and
belongs to Rv . The edges in Rv are charged at most
once by v .)
Finally, for any edge e = fu; v g if only one end is
open then the edge is charged at most twice. If both
ends are open, and both are high degree, then only the
end that the edge is assigned to can charge it. If both
ends are low degree then it is charged at most once from
each end. If one end is low degree and one end is high
degree, then the edge is assigned to the low degree end
and charged once from each end. This completes the
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P

proof of the lemma.
4

Consider the case that each edge has demand de , and
each vertex v satis es that if r copies of it are open, then
summing over the edges assigned to v , e de  rkv . In
this case we have a 3-approximation. The primal and
dual linear programs in this case are:

P

P
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Minimize v wv xv
yeu + yev  1

P

P

de

Approximation with

kv xv

d

ev e

2

0

e Æ (v )

xv  yev
yev 2 f0; 1g
xv 2 IN 0

P

v 2 e 2 E;
v 2 e 2 E;
v 2 V:

P
X l2  w

Maximize
kv qv +

e E
ev

2

e Æ (v )

qv de + lev 
qv  0;
lev  0;
e  0;

P 2We grow
d >k

e = fu; vg 2 E;
v 2 V;

e

e

v

(4.3)

v 2 V;
v 2 e 2 E;
v 2 V;
v 2 e 2 E;
e 2 E v 2 V:

(4.4)

in proportion to the de values. If
raise
qv , otherwise raise lev appropriv
e Æ 0 (e) e
ately. Once again, as soon as a vertex is open assign
all unassigned edges adjacent to it by suÆciently many
copies. We do not perform any re-assignments. Let r
be the minimum integer such that for all adjacent unassigned edges e, e de  rkv .
It is easy to observe that if r > 1 we have rkv 
1
e2Æ 0 (v ) de  2 rkv for assigned edges e. In this case
e = de qv for all assigned edges. We will charge all
edges 2 e , and since
e

P

P

2

X

2

e Æ 0 (v )

e

=

X (2d q )  rk q

2

e Æ 0 (v )

e v

v v

= rwv

we can pay for all copies.
If r = 1 we open one copy and each adjacent edge
pays e ; in this case as before we may charge an edge
already assigned elsewhere. Over all these edges by dual
feasibility and the growing process, e2Æ0 (e) e  wv .
Thus as before each edge gets charged at most 3 e .
Therefore we can claim the following,

P

For the capacitated vertex cover problem with arbitrary demands on edges and arbitrary capacity and costs of vertices we have a factor 3 approximation.
Theorem 4.1.

It appears that a re-assignment is feasible and that
should reduce the cost to 2 e per edge e. However
no simple re-assignment exists since the low degree
vertex (under-saturated, lled to less than capacity)
may get over-saturated and a high degree vertex (oversaturated) becomes under-saturated, thus disallowing
any reassignment. This is illustrated in the example
below.
Gap Example We observe that in the above
primal dual method as long as we grow e in the
intuitive fashion as described above and only select the
open vertices in the nal solution we can only hope for
a factor 3 approximation.
Consider the chain of length three de ned by vertices ABCD. Edges AB and CD have demand 1. BC
has demand k > 2. Capacity of A, and D are 1. Capacity of B , and C are k . Cost of C is c. Cost of A, and
D are c=k + c0 , and of B is c(1 + ) with k1 > 0 > .
If both ; 0 are small, the optimal solution is AB being
assigned to A, BC to C and CD to D.
It is easy to verify that in our process we will only
declare B and C to be open. Since C is cheaper, we can
at best have a cost of0 3c + c. Thus the best ratio we
4
k k
can hope is 3 2+2
k+2+2k0 > 3
k+4 .
4.1

5

Alternative IP Formulation

If x is a capacitated cover then an orientation of the
edges corresponds to the way each edge is assigned to
one of its vertices. can be determined by computing a
feasible solution to the following system of constraints
(which corresponds to a transportation problem):

P

yeu + yev = 1
e = fu; vg 2 E;
y

k
x
v
2 V:
v v
e2Æ (v ) ev

For completeness we give a direct proof: Call a
vertex v 2 V full if exactly kv xv edges are assigned
to it. Otherwise call it available. Let x be a feasible
solution to (4.3). We will show that the edges can be
assigned so that the number of edges assigned to each
v 2 V is at most kv xv .
For i = 1; :::; n let Vi = f1; :::; ig and assume,
without loss of generality, that f1; 2g 2 E . We prove
by induction on i that (x1 ; :::; xi ) is a capacitated cover
of the subgraph Gi = (Vi ; E (Vi )) induced by Vi . For
i = 2 this trivially holds since x1 + x2  1.
Assume that the above property holds for Vi 1 .
Since x1 ; :::; xi 1 is a capacitated cover of Gi 1 , the
edges E (Vi 1 ) can be assigned so that the number of
edges assigned to each j < i is at most kj xj . Denote
the set of assigned edges by Ai 1 .
The induction: Let Ei = ffi; j g 2 E jj < ig. Assign
fi; j g 2 Ei to j if j is available. Otherwise assign it to i.
If the number of edges assigned to i is at most ki xi then
we have shown that (x1 ; :::; xi ) is a capacitated cover of
Vi . Suppose now that the number of edges assigned to
i exceeds ki xi .
Let Ni be the set of vertices in Vi 1 such that for
each j 2 Ni there exists a directed path from j to i of
assigned edges. Call a vertex in Ni a leaf if there are no
edges assigned to it. Clearly, a non-leaf vertex v in Ni
must have xv > 0.
We now claim that there exists an available vertex
in Ni : Assume that the number of edges assigned to i is
ki xi + q for some q > 0 and that every j 2 Ni is full. Let
Ni0 = Ni [ fig and let Ei0 be the set of edges induced
by Ni0 in G. Then,

Xkx
2

(5.5)

j Ni

j j

+ ki xi = jEi0 j

q < jEi0 j:

contradicting the feasibility of x.
We now describe an alternative IP formulation
Let j be an available vertex in Ni and let P be a
for capacitated vertex cover which involves only directed path from j to i. Reverse the orientation of
vertex variables:
the edges of P . The result is that for all v 2 Vi 1
the property that the number of edges assigned to v is
bounded by kv xv is maintained, while q is reduced by
Minimize v wv xv
1. Repeating this process q times completes the proof.
(5.6)
v 2S kv xv  jE (S )j 8S  V;

P

P

xv 2 IN 0

Theorem 5.1.

tated cover.

v 2 V:

A feasible solution of (5.6) is a capaci-

Proof. The proof results from a theorem that follows
from Hakimi [7] (see [2] for extensions): Given bounds
bv v 2 V , there exists an orientation of E such that
the number of edges oriented to v is at most bv if and
only if v2S bv  E (S ) for every S  V . In our case,
bv = kv xv .

P
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Capacitated covers on trees

Suppose that the minimum capacitated vertex
cover has to be solved on a tree T = (V; E ). We
note that the problem has been shown to be polynomially solvable when kv = K and wv = 1 for all v 2 V
[9]. We start by rooting the tree at an arbitrary vertex and renumbering the vertices so that a child of a
vertex has a smaller index than its parent. We dene Tv as the subtree rooted at v , v = 1; :::; n. Algorithm Min Capacitated Cover for Tree computes for

every v 2 V two values de ned as follows: Let ev be the
edge connecting v and its parent (en = ;). Wvout is the
cost of a minimum capacitated cover of Tv ; and Wvin is
the cost of a minimum capacitated cover of Tv [ fev g
under the restriction that ev is assigned to v .
Algorithm
Min Capacitated Cover for Tree (see Figure 2) computes the minimum cost of capacitated vertex
cover for a tree.
Theorem 6.1.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the hight (maximum number of edges between the root and a leaf) of
the tree. We rst observe that the algorithm returns an
optimal solution for a tree of height 1.
Assume Wvin and Wvout are correct for all v 2 V ,
such that the height of Tv is bounded by h 1. Consider
a vertex u 2 V such that the hight of Tu is h. The
computation of Wuout and Wuin involves the use of Wvin
and Wvout for v 2 Au , and these values are correct by
the hypothesis.
Consider rst the computation of Wuout . This is
meant to be the cost of an optimal capacitated-cover
of Tu . The contribution to Wuout of v 2 Au is Wvout if
fv; ug is directed from v to u (that is, v 2 S ), and Wvin
otherwise (that is, v 2 F ). In addition, u covers F and
this contributes wu djF j=ku e.
Assuming that Wuout is correct, we now justify the
computation of Wuin . The di erence is that now u
also covers an extra edge, the one connecting it to its
parent. If u is available in the solution determining
Wuout , then this extra edge is covered at no additional
cost, so that in this case Wuin = Wuout . Otherwise, if u is
full, Wuin := Wuout + min(wu
r 2Sk Cv ; minv 2F Cv ),
re ecting the choice between covering the extra edge
by increasing xu by one (and then using the available
capacity to cover additional edges from S ), or by reassigning one of the edges fv; ug that it covers, and
paying for this Cv .

P

Given Wvout and Wvin for v = 1; :::; n, one can
recursively obtain the assignment of the edges of T
as follow: by the values of Wvin and Wvout , 8v 2 An
the values of Cv can be obtained 8v 2 An . By using
the algorithm on this tree of height 1, one obtains the
assignment of the edges and the knowledge whether to
use Wvin or Wvout in the next iteration. By repeating
this procedure for u = n to u = 1 the assignment of the
edges in the optimal solution is obtained.
Consider the more general case of Section
4 in which for all e 2 E there is a demand de . The
minimum capacitated vertex cover problem is
NP -hard even on trees. We prove this claim by a
Remark 1.

P

reduction from the partition problem. Let a1 ; :::; an be
given non-negative integers such that i ai = 3K , and
suppose we want to check whether there exists a subset
of these numbers whose sum is exactly 2K . Construct
a tree of hight one, with root 0 and leaves 1; ::::; n. Let
w0 = 2K 1, wu = 1 for all u = 1; :::; n, k0 = 2K , and
ku = 1 for u = 1; :::; n. Let eu denote the edge between 0
and u, and set deu = au , u = 1; :::; n. We claim that the
answer to the partition problem is positive if and only
if the cost to this capacitated vertex cover is 3K 1:
If it is possible to assign exactly total capacity of 2K
to the root and the rest demand of total size K to the
leaves then the cost would be (2K 1)+ K = 3K 1. If
the demand assigned to the root is more than 2K then
the cost will be at least 4K since two centers need to
be established there. If less than 2K is assigned to the
root then the cost would be at least 3K .
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Completeness

Min Capacitated Cover for Tree
input
1. A tree T = (V; E ), jV j = n, routed at n.
The vertices are numbered so that for Au v 2 Au ) v < u.
[Au is the set of children of u:]
2. A capacity function k : V ! IN 0 .
3. A weight function w : V ! IN + .
output
The cost of a capacitated cover.
begin
for v = 1 to n.
Wvout := 0, Wvin := wv .
end for
for u = 1 to n.
for every v 2 Au .
Cv = Wvin Wvout .
Sort i 2 Au in non-increasing order of Cv .
end for
while Au 6= ;
A := the rst min(ku ; jAu j) vertices in Au .
if v2A Cv  wu
then Assign all edges fv; ug, v 2 A to u.
Au := Au n A.
else
Assign edges fv; ug, v 2 Au to v .
Au := ;.
end if
S := fv : fv; ug is assigned to vg.
F := fv : fv; ug is assigned to ug.
Sk := fmin(kv 1; jS j) highest value vertices in S g.
Wuout := v2S Wvin + v2F Wvout + wu jkFuj .
if jF j = 0 (mod ku )
then Wuin := Wuout + min(wu
r 2Sk Cv ; minv 2F Cv ).
else Wuin := Wuout .
end if
end for
end while
return Wnout .
end Min Capacitated Cover for Tree
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Figure 2: Algorithm Min Capacitated Cover for Tree

